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CODIMENSION 2 SUBMANIFOLDS WITH A QUASI
UMBILICAL NORMAL DIRECTION

By BANG-YEN CHEN AND LEOPOLD VERSTRAELENc*>

§ 1 Introduction.

Let M" be an n-dimensional submanifold of an (n+2)-dimensional Riemannian mani
fold M,,+2(c) of constant curvature c. Then there exist two second fundamental tensors,
say (hj ;) and (kj ;) w. r. t. two orthonormal normal vector fields .; and~. It seems to
be interesting to find out some precise relations between these two second fundamental
tensors. In [6J, one of the authors and K. Yano proved that if (hj;) has only one eigen
value and'; is non-parallel (in the normal bundle), then (k j ;) has an eigenvalue of
multiplicity ~n-I.

In this paper, we shall find out the precise form of (kj ;) whenever (hj ;) has an eigen
value of multiplicity n-l. In particular, we shall prove that in generic case (k j ;) has

.an eigenvalue of multiplicity ~n-3 (Theorem 3). Some applications are given.

§ 2. Preliminaries.

Let M" be an n-dimensional submanifold<**> of an (n+2)-dimensional space form
M"+2(c) of curvature c. Let g and V be respectively the metric tensor of Mn+2(c) and the
corresponding operator of covariant differentiation. Let g and V be the induced metric,
respectively connection, on M". The second fundamental form h of Mn is given by

(1) VX Y=/7xY+h(X, Y)

where X and Y are tangent vector fields on M". heX, Y) is a normal vector field on M"
which is symmetric on X and Y. For a normal vector field TJ on M" we write

(2) VxTJ= - Av(X) +DXTJ

where - Av(X) and DXTJ denote respectively the tangential and normal components of
VxTJ. Av is the second fundamental tensor of M" w. r. t. TJ and D the normal connec
1:ion of M" in M"+Z (c) . We have

(3)

where < ,> denotes the scalar product in M,,+2(c).
Let {xk} be a local coordinate system in M" (indices k, j, i, h, t, s running over the ra

-nge {I,2,···, n}), and put o;=%x;. Let eand.;.... be two orthogonal normal sections of
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(4)

where Dj=DiJj and lj is the third fundamental tensor. I; and 1;-'- are said to be parallel:
or non-parallel according to the third fundamental tensor vanishes or never vanishes.
identically.

In the followng we'll denote the second fundamental tensor w. r. t. .; and ~-'- respective-
ly by hji and kji. Then the equations of Gauss, Codazzi and Ricci are respectively:

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

Kkjik=C(gkkgji-gjkgki) +hkkhji-hjhhki+kkhkji-kjkkki;

Vkhji+ljkki=Vjhki+hkji,

where Kkjik is the Riemann-Christoflel curvature tensor of M"(K(X, Y) =[Vx, VyJ
Vex, Y]), and h/=hjtlJti, k/=kjtgti.

If the Ricci tensor S, whose components are given by Kji=Ktj/ where Kkjl'=Kkjitgtk,
is proportional to the metric tensor g then M" is said to be Einstein; in particular, if S=O'
then M" is said to be Ricci flat. Let Wand Z be two linearly independent vectors at a
point p of M" and r the plane section spanned by Wand Z. Then the sectional curva-
ture for 7 is defined by

Putting

L ..=- K ji _+_ Kgji ,
;. n-2 2(n-l) (n-2)

where K=Kjigji, Weyl's conformal curvature tensor is given by

Ckj!'=Kkj;k+ol'Lj;-o}Lki+Lkkgji-L}gki,

where akk are Kronecker deltas and Ll=Lktgtk. If Ckjl'=O then M" is said to be confor
mally flat.

If on M" there exist two functions a, {3 and a unit vector field uj such that

(9)

then M" is said to be quasi-umbilical w. r. t the normal direction 1;. If respectively iden
tically a=O, {3=O or a={3=O then M" is said to be cylindrical, umhilical or geodesic
w. r. t. 1;. A quasi-umbilical normal direction I; which is not umbilical is said to be Pro-
perly quasi-umbilical; in this case the tangent direction of M" determined by Uj is called..
the distinguished direction w. r. t. 1;- M" is said to be a totally quasi-umbilical subma-
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nifold of Mn+2(c) if Mn is quasi-umbilical w. r. t. 2 orthogonal normal directions [l].
In the following, we shall simply denote by Wj/Uj (respectively Wj)fUj) that a vector

field Wj is parallel (respectively not parallel) to Uj everywhere. In the same way we use
the notation Wj=O and Wj*O.

§ 3. Submanifolds quasi-umbilical w. r. t. a non-parallel normal direction.

The main purpose of this paragraph is to find expressions for the second fundamental
tensor k ji w. r. t. ~... when the second fundamental tensor hji w. r. t. ~ is given by (9) c*>
and lj*O.

From (6) and (9) we have

(10)

= ajgki+{3jUkUi+ {3uiV jUk+ {3ukV jUi+1kkji'

where ak=oka, {3k=Ok{3. Transvecting gji to (10) gives

(11)

(12)

where ({3u) ={3tut, ls =gstIt, k/ =ktsgst, V t=gtsV s.
Transvecting lj to (10) gives

12kki = (la)gki+ (1{3) UkUi+ /3UiltVtUk+ pUkl'VtUi

-akli- (lu) fhui- {3uiltV kUt- (3(lu) V kUi+lkltkit.

where [2=ltlt, (la) =leat, (lfJ) =It/3t, (lu) =ltut. From (11) and (12) we obtain

(13) 12kki = (la)gki+ (l{3)ukui+k/lk1i+[({3u) +{3vtUtJhUi

- (n-l)l~i-akli-lk{3i- (lu) {3kUi+ {3 (uklt+lkut) VtUi

+ (3u;lt(VtUk-VkUt) - {3(luWkUi'

Transvecting uj to (10) gives

(14)

+ {3UiutVtUk+ {3ukutVtUi- (3VkUi+lkutkti,

where (au) =atut. Transvecting ui to (14) gives

(15)

where k(u, u) =k'sutus• From (14) and (15) we obtain

(16) (lu)2kki = (au) (ul)gki+ ({3u) (Ul)UkUi+k(u, u)lkli

+[(au) + (f3u)Jhui-l~i-lkf3i- (lu) f3kUi- (lu)akuji

(*) It will be permanently assumed that i; is a proper quasiumbilical section.
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(18)

Taking difference of (15) and (16) we have

(17) [12- (lu)2]kki=[ (la) - (au) (ul) ]gkj+[ ([.8) - ({3u) (ul) JUkUj

+[k/ -k(u, u) Jlklj+[{3VtUt- (au) ]hUi- (n-2)l~i

-a~i+(lu)akUi+/3(u~tvtUi+UiltVtUk)

- f3(lu) (u,-utVtUk+UkutVtUi) - f3uiltvkUto

'Since kki is symmetric we derive from (17) that

f3(lu)ltVkUt=[(n-3)l2+ (lu)2]ak+[(lu)f3Vtut- (lu) (ua)

- (n-3) (la) Jh+[[2(au) -[2/3Vtut+/3ltlsVtUs- (lu) (la)Juko

Thus (17) becomes

{l9) (lu) elL (lU)2]kki= (lu) [(la) - (au) (ul) Jgkj+ [(lu) (lf3)

- (lU)2(uf3) + f3ltlSVtus- (lu) (la) -[2{3Vtut+ (au)l2JukUi

+ (lu) [kl-k(u, U)Jhli+ (n-3) (la)huj- (n-3)l2akui

- (n-2) (lu)l~j-(lu)a~i+f3(lu) (U~tVtUi+UiltVtUk)

Again using symmetry of kki we find that

{20) [12- (lu) 2]aj= [(la) - (lu) (ua)]li+[l2(au) - (la) (lU)JUio

From (19) and (20) follows

LEMMA 1. Let hjj=agji+f3ujUio If Dj~==-ljt;=f=.O, (lu)=liUj=f=.O and lj£uj at a point
P, then at p we have

(21) kji=[l2- (lu)2J-1[(la) - (au) (ul) Jgji+ (lu) -1[lL (lU)2J-2X

{(lU)4(uf') + (lu)3[ (la) - (lf3)]+l2(lu)2[{3VtUt- (au) - (f3u) J

+[2 (lu)[(lf3) + (n-4) (la) J+[[2- (lu)2Jf3[t[sVtUs

-l4[{3VtUt+ (n-4) (au)]} UjUj+ [[2- (lU)2J-1 X

{kl-k(u, u) - (n-l)[12- (lu)2yl[(la) - (lu) (ua)J} lii

+ [l2- (lu)2J-2[ (la) (lu) - (ua)[2J (lJ-Ui+liUj)
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+ fi[l2- (lU)2J-1 {uj[lt - (lu)UtJVtUi

+uj[lt - (lu)utJVtuA.

Next we consider the case (lu) =0. Then from (13) and (I5) we obtain

(22) Pkki= (la)gkj+ (l{3)ukuj+ [k/-nk(u, u)Jl~i

+ [fivtut- (n-I) (au) - (n-2) (,6u) JlkUj- [eau) +fiu)Juklj

+ (n-2)h{3i+ {3klj- (n-2) filkutVtuj- ,61iutVtuk

- ,6uiltvkUt + fi(ukltVtui +uiltVtuk).

From (22) it follows by the symmetry of h that

(23)

and

(24) (n-3) fil2utVtUk= [,612Vtut- (n-2)l2(au) - (n-3)l2(,6u)

-,61tlsVsutJuk+ (n-3) [,6l'ltVtUs- (fil) Jlk+ (n-3)l2fik.

Making use of these expressions in (22) we obtain

LEMMA 2. Let hjj=agjj+fiujuj. If Dl:c=lfi.... =f-O and ljl.uj at a point p, then at p we
have

(25) kji =1-2 {(la)gjj+ [(lf3) -{3ltusVsUtJujui+1-2[l2k/

-nl2k(u, u) - (n-I) ,6utlSVtus+ (n-I) (lfi) Jlij

- (au) (uij + ljuj) + fi(ujltVtuj+ujltVtuj)}.

From Lemmas 1 and 2 we immediately have

THEOREM 3. Let hji=agji+{3ujUj. If D/)=--lj;.... *O and ljXuj at a point p, then at p
k jj has an eigenvalue of multiplicity Sn-3.

Finally, in case lj= (lu)Uj, we derive from (17) that

(26) (n-2)aj=[(lu)k/- (lu)k(u, u) +fivtut- (au)]ui.

Substitution of (26) in (13) leads to the following:

THEOREM 4. Let hji=agji+fiujui' If Dj~=lj~""*O and lj/uj at a point p, then at p
we have

(27)
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§ 4. Locus of certain submanifolds.

In this section we prove that for a submanifold M" of M"+2(C) which is quasi-umbilical
w. r. t. a normal direction ~ the distribution defined by ujdxj=ljdxj=O is involutive,
and study the corresponding integral submanifolds.

THEOREM 5. Let M" be a submanifold of M"+2«(3) with hji = agji+ j3UjUi'
( i) If IrFO and lj/'uj, then M" is fol£ated by hypersurfaces which are umbilical w.
r. t ~ and a normal direction spanned by ~..L and uj.
(ii) If Ij7=O and Ij:J(uj, then M" is foliated by submanifolds of codimension 2 which
are umbilical w. r. t. ~, e- and Uj.
(iii) If Ij=O, then M" is foliated by hypersurfaces which are umbilical w. r. t. !; and
Uj.
In all three cases t; is parallel in the normal bundle of the leaves of M" in M"+2(c).

Proof. (i) In case lj7= (lu)uj, it follows by straightforward calculations from (8),
(9), (14), (21) and (25) that the distribution ujdxj=ljdxbO is integrable. From (21)
and (25) we see that the corresponding integral submanifolds M,,-2 of M" are umbilical
w. r. t. e-. Consequently, by (13), they are also umbilical w. r. t: Uj.

Cii) In case 1j'=f:O and lj= (lu)Uj, it follows from (27) by the symmetry of kki that.
the distribution ujdxj=O is integrable. Also from (27) it is clear that the corresponding.
integral submanifolds Mn-1 of M" are umbilical w. r. t. a normal direction spanned by t;"'
and Uj.

(iii) In case lj=O, we find by transvecting ui to (10) that

(28)

which implies that the distribution ujdxj=O is integrable. Since (14) actually becomes

the corresponding integral submanifolds M,,-1 of M" are umbilical w. r. t. Uj.
Of course in all cases the integral submanifolds under consideration are umbilical w. r._

t. 1;.
Finally, let D' denote the normal connection of M,,-1(M"-2) in Mn+2(c). Then, since·

from (2) and (9) it follows that

(30) i7x'!; = -aX'+Dx·t;

where X' is a tangent vector field on 1\.1n-1(M'''-2), we have

(31)

From (31) and (4) we see that t; is parallel on Mn-l(M"-2).

REMARKS.

1. From The::>re:n 5 and [4J we conclude that the leaves M,,-1(M"-2) of M" are spheri-
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cal submanifolds, i. e. lie in a hypersphere of Mn+2(c).
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2. For results on submanifolds Mn of a Riemannian manifold Nm which are umbilical
w. r. t. an (m-n-I)-dimensional normal subbundle, we refer to [6,7].

we recall that a vector field X on a Riemanian manifold V is called a conformal (in
particular a Killing) vector field if £xg=2pg (£'xg=O) , where g is the metric tensor
of V, £, Lie differentiation, p a function. The field of I-forms associated with a confor
mal (Killing) vector field will also said to be conformal (Killing). We have the follo
wing:

LEMMA 6. The leaves of the foliation on a Riemannian manifold asfociated u:ith a
conformal (respectively Killing) field of I-forms are totally umbilical (respectively to
tally geodesic) hypersurfaces.

From Lemma 6 and Theorems 4 and 5 (i), we obtain

PROPOSITION 7. Let Mn be a submanifold of Mn+2(c) with hij=agji+{3ujUi where Uj
is conformal. If lj*O and lj/uj, then Mn is a locus of (n-I)-spheres.

§ 5. hji=agji+{:iUjUi with I7kuj=O.

The main purpose of this paragraph is to find expressions for the second fundamental
tensor kji w. r. t. c;:"" when MP. is quasi-umbilical w. r. t. c;: and the corresponding dis
tinguished section is parallel.

In case'; is non-parallel we obtain from the equation (6) of Codazzi, making use of
the symmetry of kki and the fact that since Uj is parallel the sectional curvatures for
plane sections containing uj vanish, the following.

LE:\1:1!A 8. Let hji=agji+{3ujUi with VkUi=O. If lj*O at a point p, then at p we have

(32) kji=agji+bujUi+cl)i

whereby a, b, c satisfy one of the following cases

(33)

(34)

a= (la)l-2, b=k/-n(la)P, c=o;

a= -b= (la)l-2, c=k/l-2- (n-I) (la)l-4.

In particular kji has an eigenvalue of multiplicity ~n-2.

From Lemma 8 we immediately have

THEOREM 9. A submanifold Mn of Mn+2(C) for which hij=agji+{3ujUi with VkUj=O
and lj*O is a locus of (n-I)-dimensional totally quasi-umbilical submanifolds.

REMARK. From Theorem 9 and [5J it follows that a submanifold Mn of Mn+2 (c) with
n>4 which is quasi-umbilical w. r. t. a non-parallel normal direction with parallel COrre
sponding distinguished direction is a locus of (n -1) -dimensional conformally flat spaces.
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Next we consider the case where ~ is parallel.

LEMMA 10. Let hj;= agj;+[3uJ"U; with 17kU;=O. If lj=O at a Point p, then at p we
have either

(35)

or

(36)

where p. is a non-zero function and

(37)

Proof. If ~ is parallel then the normal connection of M" in M"+2(C) is flat. Conseq
uently the second fundamental tensors can be diagonalized simultaneously, i. e. by an
appropriate choice of basis for tangent space of M" we have

(38)
h{+~a.

0\ ',(1

I ,(2

), kj ;=J' •

0 a) \ 0

o

,("

Since the sectional curvature for any plane section containing U j is zero we have

(39)

where rE {2, 3, "', nI. If ,(1 =0, then clearly (35) holds. If,(1 *0, then it follows from,
(39) that

(40)

Still in case ~ is parallel, we derive from (39) that for a submanifold M" of E,,+2 if
,(1=0 then either a=O or a+[3=O. Therefore by the parallelism of Uj we conclude using::
[9J, that M" is a product submanifold M 1 xM"-ICE2xE" or E1xM,,-ICE1xE,,+I. In
the first case M,,-1 is an arbitrary hypersurface of E". In the second case M"-l is a
submanifold of E"+! for which ~ determines a parallel umbilical normal direction; conse-·
quently M"-lC8"cE"+1, where 8" denotes a hypersphere of E"+I. If ,(1*0 it follows
from Lemma 10 that M" is a totally quasi-umbilical submanifold with 1 distinguished
direction. By the parallelism of Uj we conclude that M" is a product submanifold MIX
8"-1 C E2 X E". Summarizing we formulate

THEOREM 11. A submanifold M" of E,,+2 for which hj;=agj;+[3ujU; with 17kUj=O aruf'.
1j =0 is one of the following product submanifolds;

§ 6. a constant or [3 constant or ~ isoperimetric.
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Throughout this paragraph we assume that'; is non-parallel and Uj is parallel.

PROPOSITION 12. Let hji=agji+{3UjUi with l7iUi=O. If Ij*O at a point p and a is.
constant, then at p, kji is one of the following:

(41)

(42)

In particular if Ij*O and a=O, then the ambient space form is necessarily euclidean'
and Mn is a product submanifold M 1 xEn-I cE3 xEn-I.

Proof. If a is constant, then (33) and (34) reduce to (41) and (42); in case (42»),
Ijl.uj follows from the fact that actually the normal connection of Mn is flat [2J. In
both cases we clearly have

(43) (a+{3)a+c=O.

Therefore if a=O we must have c=o. From [9J and the assumption that'; is cylindri
cal and non-parallel it follows that Mn is the product submanifold of a space curve and
En-I.

REMARK. In particular Proposition 12 asserts that if .; is in the mean curvature dire
ction of Mn, then e is geodesic. Using [7J this implies that ~ must be cylindrical.

We recall that .; is by definition isoperimetric if h/ is constant Cl]. From Lemma 8.
and formula (13) we obtain after some calculations

PROPOSITION 13. Let hji=agji+{3UjUi with l7iUj=O. If Ij*O at a point p and either
{3 is constant or na+{3 is constant, then at p, kji is one of the following:

(44)

(45)

kji= (la) 1-2gji +[k/-nl-2(la) ]UjUi;

kji=1-2k/ljli, (ljl.uj).

From [5J and Propositions 12 and 13 we immediately have

THEOREM 14. A suhmanifold Mn of Mn+2(c) for which hji=agji+{3ujUi, l7iUi=O, 1;
*0 and (i) a is constant or (ii) {3 is constant or (iii) na +{3 is constant, is conforma
lly ./lat; in particular if'; is cylindrical, then Mn is ./lat.

§ 7. Einstein and conformally flat submanifolds.

In this section we study the submanifolds Mn which are quasi-umbilical w. r. t. a nor
mal direction with parallel corresponding distinguished section and which are Einstein
or conformally flat.

THEOREM 15. If a suhmanifold Mn of Mn+2(c) for which hji=agji+{3ujUi with l7jUili

=0 is Einstein, then necessarily c=O and Mn is fiat.
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Proof. By the parallelism of Uj, the Ricci curvature of Mn w. T. t. Uj vanishes. Con
:sequently an Einstein submanifold Mn is Ricci flat.

H in case lj=O (35) holds, then we obtain by a straight forward calculation from S
=0 that

(46)

..and moreover a+f:J=O or a=O. From this we see that Mn is cylindrical w. r. t. e-'-. If
in case lj=FO (34) holds with lj£uj and C=FO, then the Ricci tensor of Mn is found to
be

K j;= {(n-I)c+ (n-I)a2+afi+ (la)l-2[k/- (la)l-2]}gj;

+ {(n-2)afi- (la)l-2[k/- (la)Z-2]l U)"U;

+l-2[k/- (n-I)l-2(la)J[k/- (n-3)l-2(la)Jljl;

+l-4(lu) (la) [k/- (n- I) l-2(la)J (Uii+uh).

'Consequently 8=0 implies that

<48)

Then comparing the Ricci curvatures w. r. t. lj and any vector field orthogonal to Uj and
.lj it follows that in this case (la) =0.

From the preceding observations and Lemmas 8 and 10 it follows that a Ricci flat
submanifold Mn is totally quasi-umbilical; more precisely we find after some additional

·calculations that Mn is totally cylindrical.
Since a totally quasi-umbilical Einstein submanifold of a space form is also a space

form, we conclude that actually Mn is flat. Moreover by the cylindricity of e and 1;-'- the
.ambiant space form must be euclidean.

THEOREM 16. A conformally flat submanifold Mn of Mn+2(c) for which hji=agji+
f:Ju)"U; with 17)"U;=0 is a locus of (n-I)-dimensional space forms.

Proof. From [8J it is known that if Mn is conformally flat then e.L is quasi-umbilical.
From Lemmas 8 and 10 this implies that either the distinguished direction w. r. t. t;.L is
determined by Uj or e.L is cylindrical with corresponding distinguished direction lj.l.uj.
By the parallelism of Uj the integral submanifolds Mn-l of the distribution u;dxi=O are
geodesic w. r. t. their normal direction determined by Uj. Since moreover they are um
bilical w. r. t. e and umbilical or cylindrical w. r. t. e', the submanifolds Mn-l have
-constant sectional curvature.
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